










Now let’s write a unified paragraph

from this given topic.

Why Do Foreign Men Like Asian Women ?

Asian women have a fascination for Western men, which

may include these reasons. First, Asian women are more dutiful

toward their husbands traditionally. They regard their husbands as

their older brothers, as their sons and take good care of them.

Asian women are taught to regard son as more important than

themselves. Second, Asian women still have a traditional feminine

virtue. They continue to support their husbands and look after

their children. To many Asian women, the home and the family

are still most important. Third and last, Asian women still are

more exciting than Western women because familiarity breed

contempt. A foreign visitor only meets most Asian women in

their homelands; therefore, he knows little about them and desires

them for what he’s seen. The above reasons help explain the

stimulation of Asian women for the foreigners.









unified paragraph. Read and review

its construction carefully.

The Qualities of a Good Husband or Wife

Nowadays, people try to find the following qualities in each

other. First, they desire to find understanding. Understanding is

important in a marriage. Marriages fail whenever a couple fails or

refuses to understand each other. Second, they desire someone who is

patient. Understanding cannot occur while one or both persons loses

their temper, so patience is certainly required. Third, the partner

should be imaginative. Imagina t ion  can  add  exc i tement  to  a

marriage and save it from collapse. Last, the partners should be

faithful to each other. Although changing oneself is important, each

person should only d res s  and  d i sgu i se  i n  o rde r  t o  exc i t e  t he

companion to love him or her more. The above are among the most

essential qualities which people try to find it each other, or themselves.
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H. - Personal relationships such as free dating is not wrong or considered

prostitution because it allows a girl and a man the choice of many possible

lovers; later, of course. he or she will decide in favour of one only and

keep the others as friends.

I. _ American students are very cautious and seek only those experiences

which they reel certain they can resolve.

J .  ‘- Sex is not permitted even by the student until and unless both man and

woman feel confident enough. Apart from that, most parents really hope

that their children will leave home and become independent.

K . The university is a testing ground for this experiment with most students-

succeeding.
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Democracy

Democracy is system of checks and balances by which the citizens

of a nation can determine the course of their action, by strictly following

the three principles of government. The first principle is government by

the people and implies that the people have able right to determine what

their representatives must do for them. However, this can only be done

by observing governments in progress and following up all activities

thoroughly. So long as a representative is aware that he or she is

“having watched closely,” he or she has no choice but to benefit the

constituency. Together with this is the second principle called

government of the people. It means that the most suitable government

for ordinary people is a government consisting of ordinary people.

Truly, only poor people understand the problems of poor people;

henceforth, it is unwise to elect a tycoon to represent a poor constituency

unless he or she is a real philanthropist. While the two former theories

are in progress, the representatives elected to the government should

always recall that they were elected by “popular mandate” and have the

requirement to follow up on it. By strictly practicing according to the
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Sentence A rrangement

IThe Library and American University Student Life

A .  [4] Students spend much study time there because they can use and enjoy the

different services mentioned and get high scores on the exams.

B .  [3] It has several services including microfilm and video tapes according to

university funds, so that students can increase their awareness as well as

pass their exams.

C .  [2] Most importantly, the library serves an important factor in the progress of

studying.

D .  [6] The feeling that she can depend upon him stems from his desire to help

her, and the more selfless a man is in the library the more a girl can

approach him.

E. [lo]  Altogether, the university library is valuable both academically and socially

for the university students.

F .  [l] University libraries are important learning activities for American students.

G .  [7] Furthermore, when a girl sees a studious and thoughtful man in the library,

she will ask him to help her first.

H .  [8] Finally, the library serves as a social activity center after exams and before

parties as students may meet there after exams to talk about their courses.
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The Qualities of a Good Husband and / or Wife 1
.-~~-...~---~--__.

A. A marriage without mutual understanding leads to disaster, separation or

divorce.

B. The most important quality expected of us as a life companion is

understanding.

C . Last, but not least, the couple should be faithful to each other.

D. - Therefore, a good mate should understand his / her companion well.

E. The qualities which people desire in a good lifemate  should be those

qualities which they should develop in themselves; such as the following.

F . Understanding each other well takes time and requires a demanding role of

each person; therefore, each person should try to be patient with the other.

G. Imagination enables us to bring excitement into our lives and marriages.

H. - Next, a good husband / wife should be patient.

I. Third, we should have imagination.

J. - The majority of marriages are very commonplace and lack this vital quality;

henceforth, they become dull and the couple loses interest in each other.

K. - Especially after understanding and imagination, although a person may

disguise or change his appearance to be more exciting, he or she must only

do so with his / her companion! These qualities are what can save a good

marriage and what people should both develop in themselves and find in

each other.
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Unified  Paragraph

I- ~---
__  - - .~-  .- ~-.~-

1 Why Are Men Weak with a Lady ?

Usually strong men weaken or appear more gentle before a lady,

for these possible reasons. To begin, a man uses his strength only in hard

labour  and may feel that a lady does not require him to use it too much.

He may feel that he may overpower in frighten, or abuse her with his

physical strength. Women may be impressed by a man’s physical power

but he may not require it with her later. Furthermore, what a man does

with a lady does not need great physical strength because women are

smaller and weaker than men and do not require a man to use too much

power in their relationship. Even in love-making, a man should avoid

using too much power because he may hurt her more than excite her.

Next, a man may surrender to the charm of a beautiful girl because she

knows that he cannot resist her. In Oriental superstition, a spirit will

assume a woman’s body in order to tempt and deceive the man. The

reasons for a man to use less power with a lady are many and varied,

such as those above.
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K. [6] What is a woman’s traditional virtue, anyway? To support and aid her

mate. to be gentle and tender and to look after his children until they grow

to adults, so far as most men are concerned.

L. [IO] Since Asian women very seldom go abroad and a westerner meets them

only on tour or business, the man feels curious about them and fascination

can lead to romance.












